Mrs. Edwards’
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edwardsc@scbelementary.org
Math- This week, we practiced three-digit
addition using a number line, expanded form, and
mental math.
Social Studies- We started discussing the
different underground resources Michigan has to
offer. We will continue learning about the
different types of jobs it took to get these
resources!
Science- We have become citizens of a city who
experiences bad thunderstorms. We are working
together to come up with the best option for our
town to prevent lightning damage!

Mardi Gras:
Thank you again for all your help and donations! We drew
in a lot of attention to our third-grade package 😊

February 12th, 2021
St. Charles Borromeo’s mission is to nurture
unity between Faith and culture in our
students by providing academic excellence
and a spiritual and intellectual encounter with
Jesus Christ, developing the whole person as
a reflection of Jesus.

Upcoming Events:

Monday February 15
~ No School
Wednesday February 17
~ Ash Wednesday/School Mass @ 9 am

Drop Off/Dismissal
We need everyone's help during drop off and dismissal.
Over the last few weeks we have had more vehicles pulling
out of line because their child has been dropped off or
picked up. This leads to a number of safety concerns that
could cause serious injury. Please stay patient and wait
until the cars in front of you leave.

Next Week’s Menu

Spelling Words

We also need families to continue to move and not stop
to watch your student enter the building. This again can
lead to a safety issue.
Families with multiple children may not have the ability to
have their child dropped off on the passenger side. We
walk around the cars to make sure we keep the students
safe.
We appreciate everyone who has helped keep us safe by
showing patience and waiting even when you want to go
around. Please continue to pass this along to all individuals
who pick up or drop off. We all need to do our part to keep
everyone safe.

Monday
NO SCHOOL
Tuesday
Breakfast Burrito
Wednesday
Bosco Stick
Thursday
Pork Tenderloin
Sandwich
Friday
Scrambled Eggs
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birthday
anyone
sometimes
everything
homework
afternoon
airplane
grandmother
something
without
himself
faraway
sunburned
daylight
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